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ZJSB-□Z

Hello, welcome to use OPEN intelligence
Wi-Fi reclosing circuit breaker

Download "eWeLink" APP

Scan a QR code, or
1. Android Phone use BAIDU search "eWeLink" to
download APP.
2. iPhone search "eWeLink" on app store.

1. In case of electric shock, When installing a product Can't be operated when the power is on.
2. No short circuit to ground with fire wire or test the performance of the product where the zero line collides with the fire line.
3. When installation, wiring screws should be tightened, the conductor not loose selection of traverse sectional area strictly according to requirements.
4. No wet hand operation of circuit breaker, otherwise, electric shocks could occur.
5. The protection characteristics of circuit breaker are set by the manufacturer do not allow arbitrary disassembly and adjustment.
6. This product can not protect against personal shock, line overvoltage and equipment leakage.

Maintain:
1. Circuit breakers should be inspected regularly while in operation.
2. Circuit breakers in case of failure, Troubleshooting should be done first then restoration in closing.
3. Circuit breakers in use or storage, in transit shall not fall or be eroded by rain water.

Model interpretation:

- ZJS: Enterprise Code
- B: Miniature Circuit Breaker
- 9: Design Serial Number
- □: Shell Current Level
- Z: Annex Code

Wire diagram:

Function:
WiFi circuit breaker for 50Hz AC rated voltage 230V/400V Rated current to 80A circuit, protection function for overloading short circuit and isolation. At the same time the intelligent reclosing circuit breaker also has the hand global remote control to connect/timing connection/breaking circuit/delay connection/loop connection switch status feedback to phone synchronization/5 seconds synchronization delay after tripping, above function.

Model interpretation:

ZJS □□□

① ZJS: Enterprise Code
② B: Miniature Circuit Breaker
③ 9: Design Serial Number
④ □: Shell Current Level
⑤ Z: Annex Code

Wiring diagram:

This product is remote control switch, please use carefully, remote operation caused by the accident, the company does not bear legal responsibility. When the wiring and equipment maintenance, must cut off the higher general power, in order to prevent others from manipulating your mobile phone.
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